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Syndeo is an on-demand platform which offers
seamless connections to brands via social
messaging apps, to enable a better customer
service through the use of intelligent automation
blended with live agent interaction.
Communication between brands and consumers is
being challenged – voice, artificial intelligence,
smart devices and the internet of things are all
getting in on it. People expect more, and young
consumers demand instant experiences with instant,
hassle free access.
In simple terms, Syndeo allows your customers to
communicate with you to resolve everyday tasks
using a messaging app they are already familiar
with. Syndeo enables greater problem solving in a
trouble-free way.
The Syndeo platform comprises 3 core elements:
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1. A graphical user interface which enables
non-technical users to build customer
interactions for digital messaging channels in
a code free manner;
2. The Kelvin AI engine which is designed and
built by Syndeo for customer experience
interactions; and
3. An on-line portal that connects agents with
customers to facilitate the delivery of the
Syndeo blended AI approach.

No Code Required
The Syndeo environment is designed for non-technical users to define and create
interactions for customers over multiple messaging apps. The drag & drop interface makes
it simple to quickly define the required business outcomes for each type of interaction.
These outcomes are created by combining a rules-based approach with integration to the
Kelvin AI engine, meaning that each interaction with the customer is monitored by Kelvin
to ensure the optimum experience is delivered for the end customer.
As a non-technical business user, you can focus on creating the correct outcomes, without
the need to understand software development or AI algorithms – the Syndeo platform takes
care of this and much more for you.

Rapidly create the customer outcomes
appropriate for your business. Outcomes
represent the key reasons for customers
reaching out to you e.g. ordering a new
product. The more popular outcomes
are easily identifiable with larger display
circles giving you an instant view of why
your customers are reaching out to you.

The Syndeo “code-free” approach provides
you with an agile platform for configuring
the steps required to complete each
business outcome. Design data capture
data, display rich data content, build
“segues”, integrate to CRMs and much
more. Syndeo will render this appropriately
for the configured messaging channels. All
through an intuitive drag and drop
interface.
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With the Syndeo platform you receive
real-time reporting through a graphical
dashboard
showing
the
message
throughput, most used messaging apps,
most popular outcomes and customer
satisfaction ratings. The dashboard
facilitates an agile approach to ensure
you get immediate feedback on how the
end customer is engaging.

Kelvin AI Engine
The Kelvin AI engine underpins the Syndeo platform. Kelvin is built specifically for customer
service interactions and is key to delivering the Syndeo blended AI approach, combining
artificial intelligence with the ability to connect to a real person at any part of the customer
engagement. Kelvin uses semantic understanding with logistic regression, decision trees
and context graphs, to deliver a seamless customer experience at every touchpoint in the
engagement. All information that passes through Syndeo is understood by Kelvin so that
every action is processed in context of the wider customer experience.
The key features of the Kelvin AI engine are:
•

Natural Language Understanding to
detect customer intent and deliver a
conversational interface;

•

Chatbot plugins for discrete pieces
of automation utilised when the
customer is completing an outcome;

•

Continuous learning by allowing
experts

to

auto

categorise

unclassified queries;
•

Emotion detection and sentiment analysis to better understand customer satisfaction
and engagement levels in real-time; and

•

Intelligent trust-based routing to connect the customer to the most appropriate
expert when delivering blended AI.
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From within the Syndeo platform you
can train the Kelvin engine via the
“A.I. Workbench. Create data
entities, define and train intents, bulk
upload training data and when you
are ready use the CX Simulator and
accuracy checker to ensure you are
delivering the best possible customer
experience. With inbuilt test and
product environments you can
deploy a new version to live
production with zero downtime and if
necessary, roll-back to a previously
deployed version.

Expert Portal
The Syndeo Expert Portal facilitates the
on-boarding of new experts from either
inside or outside of the organisation.
Experts can then help customers
achieve their required outcome when
an interaction is intelligently routed by
the Kelvin AI engine. Through platform
configuration, the organisation decides
what skills the expert poses, which
experts to invite so that they can assist
customers and at which stage in an
outcome the interaction can be routed.
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Through the Expert Portal full visibility of the customer interaction as well as the chat history
is provided when the interaction is passed to an expert for assistance.
In addition to assisting customers
directly with their queries, experts
can be utilised to help train the
Kelvin AI engine. In the event that
Kelvin is unable to fully understand
the customer query and classify the
intent, Syndeo will then route the
interaction to an appropriate expert
who can then classify the interaction
by selecting the text input by the
customer and matching this against
one of the existing outcomes.
The customer experience will continue in a seamless manner with the outcome being
invoked. Furthermore, any subsequent customer queries which Kelvin determines has the
same semantic match will automatically invoke the correct outcome.

Find out more

For more information about Syndeo and our on-demand digital customer service
platform, email us at info@syndeo.cx or visit our website at www.syndeo.cx
This document is the copyright of Syndeo Limited ("Syndeo"), is commercial in nature and is issued in confidence; it must not be
reproduced, in whole or in part, for any other purpose without the prior written consent of Syndeo. All rights reserved. You may not
delete or change or modify any copyright or trademark notice.
Syndeo has used all reasonable endeavours to ensure that all statements contained in this document are accurate but will not be held
responsible for any errors or omissions. All information provided prior to execution of a contract is provided "as is" without warranty of
any kind.
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